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Hi, and thanks for downloading this free cheat sheet that reveals 
the "Secret Recipe" behind the most profitable ads of all time. If 
we haven’t met yet… my name's Csaba, and I’m a former 
psychology researcher turned Emotional Response Marketer.  

For years, I struggled to get my business off the ground and 
create profitable marketing campaigns that actually make 
money, but was getting nowhere and I was at the end of 
my rope. Then I decided to go all-in and master the 
timeless fundamentals of direct response copywriting, a.k.a 

“The Ultimate Persuasive Skill” 

Going as far as breaking down a 100 proven sales letters in 100 days to 
uncover the master secrets of the most elite copywriters of all time...

While documenting my process through daily 
YouTube videos that you can watch for FREE

Today, I help ambitious online businesses convert more casual leads into high-AOV customers 
and plug the holes in their “leaky” funnels... so that they can make more impact, change more 
lives, and make more money in the process.

My aim with this useful cheat sheet (and the upcoming proven sales letter breakdown 
emails that you'll start receiving soon) is to show you the proven architecture behind 
winning ads, so you can use it to level up your own marketing and grow your business. 

Here’s how you can get the most out of this powerful asset: 

1. Go over this special report to familiarize yourself with the framework and discover 
what I consider to be the "Ultimate Persuasive Message" template

2. Apply the relevant version of this master template to your specific marketing project
3. Watch as your conversion rates and sales skyrocket, and you start  generating raving fans.

If you follow these steps and keep watching my breakdown videos on YouTube, the sky’s the limit for you. 

To your success, 

Welcome! Please read this first...



BEFORE YOU START YOUR AD / COPYWRITING PROJECT...

1 - DO YOUR RESEARCH
1 - Research your ideal customer avatar

2 - Identify Market Stage of Awareness

3 - Identify Market Level of Sophistication

4 - Study TOP 3 competitors

6 - Gather all the data in one place

2 - FIND A “BIG IDEA”
-Choose one that best fits the theme of your promotion:

A - Unique New Opportunity

B - Urgent Problem

C - Imminent Prediction

D - Deal of a Lifetime

-Make sure that your “Big Idea” is:

-Something new they haven’t seen before

-Simple to understand

-Emotionally charged (positive or negative)

-Focused on One single idea

“ULTIMATE PERSUASIVE MESSAGE” TEMPLATEo

Part 1 - The Open
Headline:

1 - Write 20 headline variations based on your research

2 - You can also use my “39-Proven Headline Formulas” to get the juices flowing

6 - Edit, refine, and choose your final headline

Lead:

https://s3.membervaultcdn.com/gameofconversions/1002435_39-Proven-Headline-Formulas.pdf


1 - Call out the market + their urgent problem

2 - Promise a unique new solution to their problem

3 - Tease a Unique New Mechanism that makes this solution different

4 - Show Proof + briefly mention your credentials

5 - Re-state Promise + Dimensionalize benefits (emotional, social, practical)

6 - Brief objection handling

7 - Bribe them to read more (Open loops, Teases, Promises)

8 - Reason Why / Urgency

Part 2 - Emotional Connection
1 - Credibility build-up

2 - Emotional Discovery story (Hero’s Journey)

...Vividly describe pain / struggle / problem

...Tried solving it but nothing worked

...Trigger event (Moment of highest tension)

...Start searching for the truth

3 - Reframe false/limiting beliefs

...Reframe False Belief #1

…”What most people think”

…”Why that’s not true”

…”Here’s the truth”

…”Emotional + Practical implications

...Reframe False Belief #2

…”What most people think”

…”Why that’s not true”

…”Here’s the truth”

…”Emotional + Practical implications

...Reframe False Belief #3

…”What most people think”

…”Why that’s not true”

…”Here’s the truth”

…”Emotional + Practical implications

4 - Segue to Unique New Mechanism



Part 3 - Unique New Mechanism
1 - Now that False Beliefs have been reframed, here’s the “REAL” solution

2 - Reason Why behind its uniqueness (connected to the Big Idea)

3 - Re-state the original Promise + dimensionalize

4 - Proof that it works

Part 4 - Product Creation Story
1 - Tease the product’s benefits (but not give away the product yet!)

2 - Why every other solution is flawed

3 - Personal Discovery Story of creating the perfect product (based on Mechanism)

4 - Testing a prototype and finding success

5 - Now everyone is asking for it, so the final product is born

Part 5 - Product Reveal
1 - Unique Selling Proposition (connected to the Big Idea)

2 - Brief product overview

3 - High-level benefits

...Emotional benefits

...Practical benefits

4 - Features + Dimensionalized benefits (what you get)

5 - How to use product

6 - Reason Why this is better than anything else (2-3 alternatives)

7 - Social Proof

8 - Bonuses

Part 6 - Close
1 - Price anchor + price drop

2 - Reason Why behind discount

3 - Pile on more relevant Bonuses (X)

...Bonus overview

...Build desire with Fascinations

...Proof that it works

4 - Dimensionalize the incredible value of everything

5 - 1st Call to Action



...Ordering instructions

6 - Risk reversal / Guarantee

7 - Personal Reason Why behind helping the Avatar succeed

8 - Urgency / Scarcity

9 - Reason Why behind Urgency / Scarcity

10 - Recap: Irresistible Offer + Sum up everything they get

11 - 2nd Call to Action

...Reinforce scarcity

12 - Crossroads Close

13 - Remind them of:

...Promise

...Irresistible Offer

...Guarantee

...Urgency / Scarcity

14 - 3rd Call to Action

Part 7 - FAQ / ANSWER OBJECTIONS
1 - “Will this work for me?”

2 - “It’s too expensive”

3 - “It’s too complicated”

4 - “What do I get again?”

5 - “Is there a money-back guarantee?”

6 - “Why should I take action now?”

7 - “How do I buy exactly?”

Etc…

NOTE:
-You don’t necessarily HAVE to use everything in this template

-Feel free to move around elements with numbers before them, but NOT the main high-level
structure

HOW TO APPLY THIS TO VARIOUS TYPES OF COPYo



-Here’s how the “Ultimate Persuasive Message” translates to real-life copywriting examples:

LONG SALES LETTER (2,000-10,000 words)
-Use the full “Ultimate Persuasive Message” template

SHORT SALES LETTER (1,000-3,000 words)

Part 1 - The Open
Headline:

1 - Use my “39 Proven Headline Formulas” to get the juices flowing

Lead:

1 - Call out the market + their urgent problem

2 - Promise a unique new solution to their problem

3 - Tease a Unique New Mechanism that makes this solution different

Part 2 - Emotional Connection
1 - Credibility build-up

2 - Emotional Discovery story (Hero’s Journey)

...Vividly describe pain / struggle / problem

...Tried solving it but nothing worked

...Trigger event (Moment of highest tension)

...Start searching for the truth

3 - Segue to Unique New Mechanism

Part 3 - Unique New Mechanism
1 - Explain why this is different

2 - Proof that it works

3 - Segue to product

https://s3.membervaultcdn.com/gameofconversions/1002435_39-Proven-Headline-Formulas.pdf


Part 4 - Product Reveal
1 - Unique Selling Proposition (connected to the Big Idea)

2 - Brief product overview

3 - Features + Dimensionalized benefits (what you get)

4 - Reason Why this is better than anything else (2-3 alternatives)

5 - Social Proof

6 - Bonuses

Part 5 - Close
1 - Price anchor + price drop

2 - Reason Why behind discount

3 - 1st Call to Action

4 - Risk reversal / Guarantee

5 - Urgency / Scarcity

6 - Recap: Irresistible Offer + Sum up everything they get

7 - 2nd Call to Action

YOUTUBE AD (1-4 min)

Part 1 - Hook
-catch their attention

-be polarizing

-get bad fits out asap

Part 2 - Emotional connection
-Connect with their problems

-OR build desire

-Tell a story, share something emotional, be vulnerable

Part 3 - Reframe & Restore Hope
-Hint at the solution and reframe their pre-existing “false” beliefs



-Give them genuine value and a few gold nuggets

-Something really simple, easy to understand - ex: how your product is unique

-Your aim during this part is to make them feel like:

“Wow, in just 30-45 seconds I discovered something new that can make my
problem go away and make my life better! What’s next? How do I find out
more?”.

Part 4 - Offer
Give them the logical next step

-Use a countdown timer

FACEBOOK AD (300-1,000 words)

Part 1 - The Open
-Get immediate attention with something that stands out

-Use emotionally charged language

-Start in the middle of the action

-Quotes, questions, or dialogues work great

Part 2 - Emotional Connection
-Vividly describe the pain / struggle / problem (from 1st person)

-Focus on the “Moment of Highest Tension”

-A point where you (or the hero of your story) felt hopeless

-Then shift to the Discovery Story and how you’ve discovered a fix

Part 3 - Unique New Mechanism
-Explain why the thing you’ve discovered is different

-Proof that it works

-Segue to your offer

-1st Call to Action



Part 4 - Close
-Unique Selling Proposition (connected to the Big Idea)

-Tease a few Dimensionalized Benefits

-Reason Why the reader needs to check this out

-2nd Call to Action

SALES EMAIL (300-1,000 words)

Part 1 - Hook
-Captures, sustains, and intensifies your reader's interest

-The first line is very important

Part 2 - Content:
-Makes up the bulk of the email

-Include stories or personal examples

-Be willing to be vulnerable!

Part 3 - Transition:
-Make sure that this transition is gradual and smooth

-Make the connection between your content and your offer

Part 4 - Offer:
-Reveal whatever you're selling or want them to do

-Make it exciting and build some Curiosity

Part 5 - Close:
-Tease a few Dimensionalized Benefits

-Reason Why the reader needs to check this out

-Can have multiple Calls to Action



Part 6 - P.S.
-Use a P.S. to reinforce the Call to Action - people really do notice it!

-Or add other relevant information regarding your offer (bonuses, risk-reversal, etc)

HOW TO DIAGNOSE PROBLEMS WITH YOUR COPYo

Have you researched your Target Avatar’s pains, fears, hopes, and dreams?

Is your “Big Idea” easy to understand, interesting, and memorable?

Does your Headline grab immediate attention?

Does the follow-up to your headline make the reader want to read more?

Does your Lead arouse curiosity and tease the benefits of reading more?

Is your copy easy to read, emotional, and conversational?

Did you build an emotional connection with the reader by describing the problem?

Does the problem feel REAL and is it properly agitated?

Is your Emotional Discovery / Hero’s Journey story relatable?

Do you have a Unique New Mechanism that “restores hope” for the reader?

Does the segue to your product feel natural or is it abrupt?



Does the copy introduce the product in an exciting way?

Is your Unique Selling Proposition strong enough?

Is your Offer something that people actually want?

Does your copy mention enough Benefits (instead of just Features)?

Did you take the time to dimensionalize the most important Benefits?

Is your Promise strong enough?

Do you have enough Proof elements to back up your claims?

Does your copy do a good enough job at preemptively addressing objections?

Is the design helping people absorb your message or is it making it difficult?

Do you have enough exciting bonuses to “knock people off the fence”?

Are you painting a picture of what life will look like with/without the product?

Does the copy walk readers through the ordering process step-by-step?

Is your Call to Action clear, powerful, and easy to understand for anyone?

Would YOU buy this product after reading your own sales copy?

Would a friend or family member of yours buy this product?


